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Financial
seen as
Dan Shortridge
Senior Writer
Wooster officials are predicting
students won't see an increase in
federal financial aid next year, as
Congress and the White House
turn their focus away from educa-
tion spending and look to combat-
ing international terrorism.
During a campus forum last
month, authorities had estimated
that Pell Grant allocations in par-
ticular would probably increase,
helping Wooster's 238 Pell recip-
ients, but they now consider that
unlikely.
"The likelihood of any addi-
tional federal funding is
extremely small," Financial Aid
Director David Miller said this
week. "Since September 11,
we've not heard a word about
educational policy and educa-
tional funding. It'd almost be a
disappointment if we did."
Even normally vocal
Washington lobbying groups
have been relatively quiet in the
wake of the attacks on New York
and Washington, D.C. " The
Student Aid Alliance, a coalition
of student and college groups that
support increased aid funding,
posted a message on its Web site
urging members not to press
authorities for the time being.
But Miller said even if the
funding eventually declines, it
shouldn't hurt too many
Wooster students. -
"While we've paid attention to
what's happening in Washington,
it's never driven our own policy,"
aid hike
he said. "We develop our own
standards and don't pay attention
to the federal context ... Helpful
though it is, federal financial aid is
a small part of the average
Wooster student's award."
On average, according to data
provided by President R. Stanton
Hales' office, a little more than
1,000 Wooster students receive
some sort of federal aid. The
largest portion of that is in loans,
$2.9 million worth dispersed
among 710 students.
Hales said those numbers are
similar to most other small liberal
arts colleges.
"That's probably quite typical of
colleges of our general sort," he said
Meanwhile, the number of stu-
dents who defaulted on their fed-
eral loans last year has declined
both nationally and at Wooster,
according to a U.S. Department of
Education report out last week.
Within the College's immediate
peer group, Kenyon College had
the lowest default rate zero
followed by Denison University
(1.6 percent), Wittenberg
University (2.0), Ohio Wesleyan
University (2.7), Wooster (3.1)
and Hiram College (7.1).
But Miller said the numbers for
many schools are so small as to be
virtually meaningless. Wooster's
default rate, for example, is based
on 10 students out of 318 who
currently repaying their loans.
"I'm not going to worry if it
goes up next year," he said. "In
and of itself, it's gratifying, but
not very significant"
See "Default," page 2
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We volunteer, do you? Photo by Dena Freeman
Red Cross representatives take names of those interested in volunteering tnoney, services or blood in the
interest offellow countrymen. Local volunteer groups had the opportunity to recruit potential givers dur-
ing the Wooster Volunteer Network's Fair Tuesday.
ECOSto host enviro
Alex Pries
Managing Editor
Members of the College's
environmental activism group are
working steadily to plan a region-
al conference slated to be held on
campus in mid-Novemb- er.
Emily Schadler '03, speaker
coordinator for the conference
and a member of Environmental
Concerns of Students, said the
event will hope to educate.
"With the Bush administra-
tion that doesn't support many
environmental and social jus
Newspaper
r
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tice issues, right now is an
essential time for student
activists and concerned mem-
bers of communities to pull
together and support each
other," Schadler said. "The
conference will be an opportu-
nity for folks from around the
region to empower each other to
make positive change during
the Bush years."
The regional conference, run by
the national Student
Environmental Action Coalition,
seeks to make individuals aware
of environmental and social con
Truth is the first casualty
of war.
-- Unknown
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conference
cerns. As members of Region
Nine, the College will be hosting
participants from Ohio, West
Virginia. Kentucky and Indiana.
ECOS On-Camp- us Coordinator
Melissa Reisland '04 said that
members are working hard to set
up speaker agreements and the
details of when and where work-
shops will take place.
"So far, we've started to contact
people to speak. Right now, we
have confirmed three speakers.
We're also trying to contact stu-
dent organizations who would be
See "SEAC. " page 3
Ohio education graduates Visiting professor shares his The Voice pays tribute to Victor Rortvedt critiques Football obliterates
top national rankings. reflections on destruction in Mimi Lewellen. the new documentary Kenyon on Homecoming.
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Photo by Patty Laatsch
Paul Davis '04 plays with a child in one of Wayne County's kindergarten classrooms. Davis is completing
field experience for Education 100.
Ohio teacher grads above mean
Dan George
Staff Writer
A new state report pegs Ohio's
new teachers as some of the best
in the nation.
A recent study by Ohio's Report
on the Quality of Teacher
Education in Ohio revealed that
Ohio's 1999-200- 0 teacher educa-
tion graduates scored better in
nearly every academic category
than their counterparts throughout
the nation.
Conducted by the Ohio
Department of Education, the
study took into account several
factors, including student-facult-y
ratios at Ohio colleges, each
school's field experience require-- ,
mcnts, entrance and exit require-
ments at each university and
scores on the national Praxis II
teacher examination by Ohio's
7,053 education graduates.
The results of Ohio's study will
be submitted to the U.S.
Department of Education early
next month as part of a compre-
hensive national report.
"Schools throughout the nation
come to Ohio to recruit our teach-
ers." said Susan Tave Zelman,
superintendent of public instruc-
tion in Ohio.
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"The data collected for our
statewide report demonstrates
the quality of Ohio's teacher
education programs, and will
also help us identify weakness-
es so we will know where to
concentrate our efforts."
According to education minor
Kristen Dershak '03, Wooster has
done its part to perpetuate Ohio's
superior ranking, providing small
classes with engaging professors,
incorporating a requirement of
field experience into the curricu-
lum and helping students special-
ize w ith a desired age group while
working in the field.
"We're required to learn in the
field every semester from Intro
2
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to Education on, and experi-
encing how the education sys-
tem works, by actually being
around live kids and teachers is
really so much more valuable
than reading about it in a text
book," she said.
For Dershak, the" department's
rigorous guidelines also help sift
out the students who truly are
passionate about teaching from
those who aren't.
"We don't want just anyone
to teach our kids, at least I
know I wouldn't. So it's impor-- 1
tant that we single out those
students who are passionate
about teaching, who see it as
their calling," she said.
PARKISG PERMITS TO BE OFFERED. Campus Security is
offering a limited number ofparking permits to students after the
new Luce parking lot is completed. The permits will be sold on a
first-com- e, first-serve- d basis at 9 a.m. this Friday at the Security
Office in the Human Resources Building. ' Yearly permits are $20
and semester permits are $10. Call exL 2590 with questions.
HOT WiTER SUSPENDED. No hot water or heat will be avail-
able in residence halls or academic buildings from 5 p.m. Friday
through noon Saturday, according to the Physical Plant staff. The
campus steam generating facility will be shut down for that period
while workers install the new steam tine along University Street.
Food service at Lowry Center will not be interrupted. Officials rec-
ommend that all windows on campus remain shut starting Friday
morning to store heat in buildings. Call ext. 2310 with questions.
continued from page 1
Federal authorities see things
differently, however, using the
release of the report to put up a
warning flag that students are
graduating deeper and deeper in
debt.
"Continued tuition increases
are leading to higher levels of
student debt and hinder our
efforts to keep down default
costs," said U.S. Secretary of
Education Rod Paige.
"Accountability also means
keeping college costs down."
Wooster officials recently
defended the rising price of col-
lege, saying increases are due to
economic necessity.
"Without public tax support
and funds, we must charge more
In the News section of the Sept. 20 edition of the Voice,
Katherine Martinez '05 was misidentified and an incorrect
class year was given. -
In the Features section in the same issue, Dena Freeman '04s
name was misspelled and an incorrect class year given.
As journalism is a human process, there is a constant
potential for mistakes. Errors can be made at any step of
the way: in news gathering, editing or printing. The ; .
Voice staff strives to avoid such mistakes, but when an
error does occur, it is our policy to admit it and promptly
correct it. This space exists for that purpose. ;
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than other institutions," Hales
told audience members at last
month's financial aid forum.
Miller said the . average
College, student graduates
$14,000 in debt after completing
a four-ye- ar degree. He said
that's about the same as gradu-
ates of Ohio State University
and Ohio University, public
schools that offer more loans
than grants in their aid packages.
' Larry Christman, executive
director of the Association of
Independent Colleges and
Universities of Ohio, said aver-
age indebtedness statewide is
about $13,000.
"So Wooster is not out of the
norm, even though the tuition is
higher than average," he said.
4
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Village 's successes chronicled
Andrew Waldman .
Staff Writer
Alan Weisman, famed journalist
and author, visited the College
Tuesday to present an overview of
his book "Gaviotas: A Village to
Reinvent the World" to the
Wooster Forum.
Weisman's book chronicles
the successes and hardships of
Gaviota, a small village in
Eastern Columbia founded upon
the visions of Paolo Lugari. In
the 1970s, Lugari envisioned
Columbians moving out of the
rainforest region (which was
being destroyed by develop-
ment) moving into the desolate
savannah region, a treeless.
2001-200- 2 Survivor Support System -
A group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially
assist survivors of, or those who know survivors of, sexual assault.
For assistance, contact:
Nancy Anderson .
Susan Clayton
Heather Fitz Gibbon
PamFrese
Shila Garg
Dianna Kardulias
Ellen Burns
Wellness Center
Kauke31
Kauke 7 --
Kauke 8
Taylor 106
Kauke 13
Severance 124
Students may also contact the College counselors at Ext 2319 or
the Campus Minister at Ext 2558. To report an assault contact the
Wooster City Police at 9-9- 11 (emergencies) or 330-264-33- 33, or
Security at Ext. 2590.
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almost unlivable area east of the
Andes mountains.
"This beautiful village in the
middle of nowhere, in one of the
harshest environments in the
world, has been increasingly
amidst one of the harshest politi-
cal environments in the world,"
said Weisman. "And yet, this is
one of the most peaceful places I
have ever been."
According to Weisman's work,
Lugari solicited the advice of uni-
versity professors and scientists to
explore the idea that human life
was sustainable on the savannah.
Though most intellectuals scoffed
in his face, Lugari found several
teachers willing to assign pupils to
travel to the region and work to
Ext. 2319
Ext 2565
Ext 2371
Ext 2256
Ext 2586
Ext 2301
Ext. 2610
I
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find solutions to its large array of
problems.
Researchers found more prob-
lems than expected in Gaviotas.
Soil was almost totally useless
for growing crops; the clean
water table was twice as deep as
normal; mucky rivers made
water flow too sluggish for con-
ventional hydropower to be used.
Through many trials and
errors, the Gaviotans began to
find solutions. State of the art
solar power panels were con-
structed to catch sun energy.
Simple hand pumps that could be
operated by children were made
for the deep wells that the village
dug for water. Other pumps,
including stream pumps and
"see-sa- w pumps," were so well
designed that the Gaviotans built
a factory and began making and
exporting the creations.
Other innovations included
light-weig- ht windmills, cement
burlap bag "blocks," soil cement,
improved agricultural processes,
cheaper and faster construction
methods, a naturally cooled hos-
pital and waste distillation
devices (using television tubes as
a heat source).
As time wore on in the village,
the pump business became less
profitable and the inhabitants
t i
Photo by Fatty Laatsch
Associate Professor ofHistory Karen Taylor speaks to a campus peace teach-i- n Wednesday afternoon in
Lowry Pit., The session brought together students andfaculty members to discuss options and techniques,
for nonviolent action. Also speaking were Charles Kammer of the Religious Studies Department and
Campus Minister Linda Morgan-Clemen- t? , ' -
Photo by Dan Shortrtdge
Alan Weisman discusses his book, "Gaviotas: A Village to Reinvent the
World," during the Forum Tuesday.
started to look for ways to raise
more capital. The answer came in
agriculture, as the Gaviotans
were able to collect resin from
evergreen trees (the only plant
that could survive in the harsh
savannah soil) that they planted
shortly after arrival.
The efforts were successful,
and the village began process-
ing and selling the resin in
Columbia. As an added perk,
the Gaviotans discovered that
the forests they had planted
beean to revitalize the once- -
present rainforest ecosystem. global society.
SEAC conference
continued from paie I
willing to participate." Reisland
said. Groups will be encour-
aged to find speakers or help
coordinate a workshop on social
justice issues.
According to Reisland and
Schadler. some of the workshops
planned will address issues of
organic fanning, farmland preser-
vation. Hispanic issues in the
U.S. and herbal remedies. In
addition to these speakers and
workshops, Reisland said. "We re
planning on having a bonfire and
maybe some bands."
Having brought the conference
to the College three years ago.
Reisland said the school volun-
teered to host again this year.
"There is usually a conference in the
fall and a school will almost always
volunteer to host the event" she said
Schadler said the sessions will
bring together many schools and
mm
and more and more plants and
animals from a former time
began to appear. Gaviota decided
to plant more tree crops, and
now plant over one million
seedlings per year.
The Forum, an annual lecture
series presented to students,
faculty and community mem-
bers, is focusing on "The Future
of Science: Discovery.
Application. Implication" with
the goal of educating the public
on recent discoeries in science
and their consequences in a
will help to rcini'oice bonds ot
cooperation. Specially with, the
recent tragedies in New Vrk and
Washington, we need to form
strong networks to promote
respect lor di'.ersitv and humanity,
something that SfAC" has always
been attentive to. ' she said.
The eent is planned for
No 9. ID and 11 with rough-
ly 100 participants expected
to attend, including individu-
als from the College.
"The SEAC conference 'is a great
opportunity to educate people
around the region and the Wooster
community on environmental and
social concerns." Reisland said.
Most of the events will be free
to students w hile a small fee of no
more then $15 w ill be asked of
members of the local commu-
nity.
--Additional reporting by
Meena Ghaziasgar
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oiTereJ up their hopes, insihu anJ concerns about where
we all head from here. Regardless of personal faiths or reli-
gious backgrounds, we were all able to speak, pray and share
what the events of the last few weeks mean for our nation
and our world. In the presence of students with so many back
grounds, it seemed as though peace and understanding could
truly exist ' V .' ' :
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In the wake of tragic events, our greatest strength can often
come in these moments where dreams inspire us. So, we
thank those who gathered on Tuesday morning in Lowry Pit
to embrace and spread the message thai dreams do inspire
and all of us are pushing to move past the hurt.
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Letter: a great big dose of reality
To the editors.
My father, a former Navy offi-
cer, has told me that although we at
the College may think a peaceful
solution is possible to the present
terrorist problem, the theories that
we cling to do not hold true in the
outside world. We can talk all we
want of peaceful Utopias, but we
who hold our education so impor-
tant cannot know anything about
how to deal with evil from the
soft-scien- ce theories of a liberal
arts background. These theories
have not held up in real life.
I am an upper-midd- le class
American student who, like many,
is saddened and angered by the
evil terrorist murders on Sept. 1 1 . 1
realize the need for the U.S. to pro-
tect itself and deter acts like this
from happening again, even though I
would like to have as peaceful a solu-
tion as possible for this.
Military action of some form
must be taken, and a certain extent
of military action is entirely justi-
fied against the terrorists. My
Editor rages
Last Friday, an unhappy group of
people was standing in the Kauke
Arch reading a posted "announce-
ment" condemning President
George Bush. Most of the readers
present were greatly offended at the
nerve of its anonymous author to
post such thoughts, let alone so
soon after the recent terrorist
attacks. Two minutes later, a stu-
dent walked into my class and
declared that the statement was the
"most un-Ameri- can thing" she'd
ever seen. I watched a mini-deba- te
break out and heard that she. along
with many others on this campus,
believe that we should be backing
our government and especially
our president unconditionally
throughout this whole situation.
No dissenting voices should be
heard, lest Osama bin Laden think
he has succeeded in plunging our
country into chaos, and no matter
what we think of Bush, he is our
president and deserves the full sup-
port of every American, whether
we voted for him or not.
Right In reality, the most
American thing that anonymous
author could have done was vviitc
that piece. Our freedom todisagice
with our government and the ndit
biggest concern is for undue loss
of innocent life in any country. I
have two friends in the military
right now, and I don't want them
to be killed. I also shudder to
think of "collateral damage in
campaigns against Afghanistan
and other countries.
However, my main point is this:
we on the Wooster campus who
oppose war must realize that the
vast majority of the country dis-
agrees with us. Although I do not
doubt that most people hate the
idea of "collateral damage" as
much as we do, most Americans
are more accepting of using any
necessary force against a people
who, to them, are simply unknown.
Here's the deal: this is an
expensive private college that has
a bit of an elitist reputation, even
among this town. It's all well and
good for us hippies (many if not
most of whom are probably as
rich as I am) to protest what
seems from our safe distance to
be a senseless loss of human life.
against Peter Jennings
Erin McCann
we have to publish and distribute
such statements are some of the
main reasons terrorists like bin
Laden hate America so much.
What saddens me about the post,
though, is that the author didn't
believe enough in his or her words
to sign his name to them and sub-
mit them to the Voice. Though I
don't agree with everything he
said, the statement would have
been published not simply to
provide a new incendiary column
of the week to drum up contro-
versy (as has often been suggest-
ed of the Voice), but because that
statement represents what
America, in its most idealistic
state, was and should be.
The terrorists" targets were our
freedoms, and as I watched new s
reports in the days and weeks
after the attacks. I couldn't help
but wonder if maybe the terror-
ists had actually succeeded m
some small way. Anti-wa- r rallies
are hem;; held all across
America, but to hear the latest
CNN poll iel! it. America is ovei-whclmmg- ly
in favor of goim: to
w at.
1Editor: Erin McCann
but the world does not operate by
our limousine-liber- al theories.
Even if it did, private school preps
like us would still be the only ones
supporting loving bin Laden to
death.
I feel as though I must oppose
the coming war IF innocent lives
are lost in it However, as afraid as
I am for my own safety, I also feel
as if I should muster the bravery
to leave college if there is a draft.
I do not think I could take having
a working-clas- s person say I
dodged the draft because my
mommy and daddy had the
money to send me to college.
In addition, do you know what
the nation's hardhats will think
about anyone protesting a defen-
sive war while safe from the draft
on the lawns of a private school?
It is hard to say that the easy way
out would still be the right thing to
do. We Wooster students, includ-
ing me, should remember that.
Justin Hart '05
Led by an either-with-us-or-with-th- em
president, the media is
making sweeping judgements
about this entire situation.
Because of the horrific nature of
the attacks, because they touched
so many people so closely and
because they were so undeniably
sobering, anti-w- ar and anti-governme- nt
voices are being
silenced like never before all
across America. Activist film-
maker Michael Moore has
received dozens of offers in the
last two weeks to voice his opin-
ions on TV shows and new s pro-
grams: not one of those offers
came from an American company
I'm not saying that Peter
Jennings should spend his free
time listening to Rage Against
the Machine and Anti-Fla- g
albums, but he and the rest of the
mainstream media would do well
to at least acknowledge that this
country is not going to be KM'
percent united behind everything
that's going to happen in the
name of America over the nevt
lew months.
I'rin Mi Conn is the Viewpoint-- .
l.iiiioi ot ihf Voice.
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Professor reflects on New York
Of course, it's the deaths. It's the
horror of murder en masse, of bod-
ies by the thousands trapped, burnt
and buried. It's the horror of the
men and women who came to help
and never left, pinned beneath in
the subsequent waves of tremor
and collapse. Their memories will
haunt not just friends, family and
the co-work- ers spared, but will also
resonate in the larger disruption of
the metropolis and the rhythms its
residents establish and maintain in
the course of working, living, lov-
ing. We depend upon them to
endure, and it's New York City, so
they probably will.
But it's not just New York. It's
Connecticut, New Jersey and Rhode
Island, and it's more than the trauma
endured by the victims' loved ones.
Their absence will be felt in the
coming weeks and months by coffee
cart attendants, newspaper vendors
and bodega shopkeepers, by dry
cleaners, bartenders and waitresses.
It'll be 6 p.m. at the Boat on
Brooklyn's Smith Street, and Jeff
will stand behind the counter, ready
to pour the daily "bourbon neat,
Guinness back," for his old mate
Steve. But Steve will never show.
I have, so far, been lucky. My
dearest friends from my five years
in "the City" have confirmed their
whereabouts, and I have few rea-
sons to fear for the safety of the
Randal Doane
others. For the moment, my mourn-
ing remains diffuse. I am spared the
horror of loss in particular and, as I
write from the safety of my campus
desk, I am spared the stench of soot
and ash that blankets my beloved
Brooklyn. I am, however, like mil-
lions of New York expatriates, not
spared the shaken memory of the
City that still resides in nearly every
pore of my body.
For it's not just its people that
makes New York New York: it's its
architecture. Buildings like the
World Trade Towers make
demands upon you. They constitute
the narrow corridors that desiccate
pedestrians every summer, and
channel whistling gales off the
Hudson every winter. Like the
dearest of friends, they serve as
guideposts. On the days of solstice,
we used to line up in the same spot
on the Brooklyn Promenade, to
gauge against the Twin Towers the
shifting entry point into Eastern
New Jersey of the setting sun. If I
emerged from the subway at an
unfamiliar stop, the Chrysler
Building and the World Trade
Center rooted me, for the Towers
served as the all-ho- ur lighthouse of
lower Manhattan. On flights from
the west into La Guardia Airport,
where jets loop around the south
end of Manhattan and head north-
east over Brooklyn, even the most
jaded of New Yorkers can be found
admiring the amalgam of monu-
ments to the mixed triumphs of
capitalism and the grotesque beau-
ty of modernity.
New York may be taxicabs and
subway cars, but it's our most
immediate city, a city of streets to
be walked, listened to, and smelled,
and it's the buildings that excite
these senses. They hiss with water,
steam, and waste. They cast forbid-
ding shadows from dawn till dusk.
That world, those canyons, no
longer coincide with the images of
my photo album or my memory.
Already I miss it dearly, and again
and again the impulse to flee to the
comforts of its harshness, to offer
help to those in need, rises within
me. I ache to match my memory
and the actuality of this scarred and
beautiful city. I wait, however, for
there's work to be done here, today,
and I find solace knowing that in
time new monuments will supplant
the ashes. These monuments
should offer catharsis to our social,
psychic disruption, and remind us
of the indeterminate forces of
human possibility.
Randal Doane, a visiting instruc-
tor of sociology, is a guest colum-
nist for the Voice.
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Voice crew criticized
To the editors. article, caused a huge uproar on cam- -
midst all the tragedies we have pus and resulted in many angry stu- -
bqen, eigfriencing here nutria. U, &s,,( dents and parents. Thus, the power of
and in Wooster. it seems petty to the Yoit. tjsscn.
write a letter regarding some of the So. in light of a few tfiVlfpf SMRg
practices of the Voice. However. 1 articles already printed in this year"s
am going to be optimistic and offer Vohe 1 feel that I must offer this free.
some friendly
advice to the
new Voice
staff before
they get them-
selves into
It's just the same old tight-lippe- d,
conservative st.
Can I say "s-t- ?" I doubt it.
more trouble this year, or force us
to read the same article entitled.
" Underragebingedrinkingpotsmo
that we have been reading
for the past four years.
Fust, I should say that I hope the
following guidance is taken seriously
and considered, rather than seen just
as an attack on the publication.
When the front page of the Voice
once again features an article on stu-
dent drinking, it makes one wonder
how long the year will really be.
Even monks drank beer. Get over it
and write about something else. It's
just the same old tight-lippe- d conser-
vative s-
-t Can I say "s-- t?" I doubt it
So far this year, both the News
and Viewpoints section have come
under fire, and rightly so. The first
two editorials and the inevitable
drinking article printed were ill-infor- med
seemingly unresearched
and very poorly argued aside from
being purposely misleading. (The
picture used for the drinking article
was actually taken the night before,
proving nothing about the state of
drinking in the Underground on the
said night)
I wouldn't even be nitpicking
except for the fact that the Voice has
a long track record of producing
generalized, uninformed and poorly-arg-
ued editorials that often result-
ed in casting the campus in a nega-
tive and false light in the past. For
example, the Voice staff of '99 and
'00 saw the paper not only as a per-
sonal forum for expressing some
ultra-conservati- ve political and
philosophical views (See Volume
CXV, Issue 6. "Another Night Of
Binge Drinking With Wooster's
Finest !" which also happened to be a
"News" article), but also misinformed
readers by presenting false informa-
tion. (Also see: Volume CXVT, Issue
12 "Students, Marijuana.
Administration, and Education.") For
those of you who recall, the above
cut-ou- t
guide to
our
nation's
oldest
weekly college paper. You may hate
me for writing this but hey. look at
this as your chance to get out from
under the carpet of conservative prop-
aganda unevenly laid by Luke
Lindberg years ago!
When writing an editorial, it is
important to t least make a good
argument "Because 1 said so" is not
an example of a prophetic statement
It is the Editorial Editor's job to make
sure that at least staff-writte- n editori-
als (though they are opinion-base- d)
are at least backed by some sem-
blance of fact and is well thought-o- ut
and argued. Because staff--written edi-
torials reflect directly on who the staff
is and what they represent this is espe-
cially critical.
I urge the Voice to expand upon
the type of people whom they
encourage to join their staff. When 1
was an eager first year I was told that
1 didn't "fit in politically" with the
paper's agenda, which directly trans-
lates to "we think you're a pothead."
When I gave the Voice another try
my sophomore year. I felt like Tom
Hanks in "Big" when he walks into
the formal dinner dressed in a w hite
sequened tux and keeps checking
his fly. This is not a good feeling.
Finally. 1 have to empathize with
the Voice a bit because of the lack of
glaringly interesting subject matter
to write about at this Conservative
Arts school. However, with a little
open-mindedne- ss and some research
into w ho makes up our student body,
as opposed to who you think makes
up this campus, the Voice could rise
above its current placement among
"Cosmo" and "Seventeen" maga-
zines. There really are a lot more
news-worth- y things to write about
than testing Bloussant breast cream.
So, take a nosedive into campus cul-
ture and enjoy your swim, keep an
open mind, parry on and be excellent
to each other.
Melissa Mvers '02
Features
Lewellen
Eliza Cxamex
STAFF Wkitex
Next Friday, the College
library will lose one of its most
belovwL behind-the-scen- es staff
members. Mimi Lewellen. the
administrative assistant to the
director of libraries, will be retir-
ing October 5. The decision to
retire was a difficult one for
Lewellen, who has been a part of
the campus since Jan. 1982.
However,' she said, "I just want
some time for me. She plans to
do "nothing in particular," except
for some gardening, walking and
catching up with old friends.
Lewellen's job is difficult to
describe. "I do what needs to be
done," she said. Distributing car-
rel keys, sorting mail, shelving
books, helping with book circula-
tion and purchasing books are
among the many duties that
Lewellen handles in the library.
"I assist the director as needed; I
see things and act upon them. I
help keep the library function-
ing." she said.
Damon Hickey. director of
libraries, has worked with
Lewellen for eight years. "Mimi
has been the chief library trou-bleshoo-ter
and Ms. Get-It-Fixe- d."
Woosterfest celebrates local
Whitney Lacefield
Staff Wkitex
With eager anticipation, many
of the college's students and fac-
ulty are waiting for die close of
this week's academic bustle and
the arrival of fall break. It is a
time to get away and take a cou-
ple days off from classes, dead-
lines, and other school-relate- d
stress. However, for those stu-
dents who do not have the oppor-
tunity to get off campus, the
Wooster Area Chamber of
Commerce is sponsoring its
annual Woosterfest, Friday and
Saturday.
Changed from the name
Oktoberfest eight years ago.
Woosterfest offers a culture
unique to the city. Plus, for those
students who do not get the
chance, it is a time for them to
leaving library afterJL9 mrQj service
... .
? is;-- . .- -. VT . . . I T f7!j "" t t.,i iilMWSu3. "She's always beenlm me
lookout for things she could do
and ways she could help, not only
me but everyone students,
library users and library staff."
A few years ago. when one
member of the library staff need-
ed assistance with student
she Ivers, Lewellen immediately
volunteered to take on the task.
'When someone else was having
problems sorting the daily mail and
"She's always been on
the lookout for things
she could do and ways
she could help..."
everything else she had to do, Mimi
took that on. When we started
' assigning carrels to seniors, she was
the one who did mat," Hickey said.
Those who are lucky enough to
be acquainted with Lewellen note
her kindness and willingness to
help. Hickey said, "Mimi is inter-
ested in people, and especially
students. She's no pushover; she
expects student who work for her
to be on time and to work hard.
But they all know she cares about
them." In this manner, Lewellen
earned her reputation for being
experience a side of die city they tiviiies will begin with a local tal-d- o
not get to see every day. ent show on the main stage. The
Starting at noon this Friday in residents of Wooster will show off
the Square downtown, people can vv --their talents for a chance to win a
sample foods and crafts from all
.$1,000, .prize donated from local
over Wooster.' The foods : will businesses. - - - -
range anywhere from Chinese a,;.r, You name it, we got it when it
ribs right on to the tastiest of
desserts. While you are enjoying
your not dogs, you should also be
checking out some of the hand-
made crafts that will be on display
for you from local artists. But do
not go home too early, because
starting at 6 p.m. on the main stage
is the country band Smokin' Boots
followed at 8:30 p.m. by
Aftermath, a rock band covering
all your favorite songs from the
60s through the 80s.
Since the fun could not end in
one day, Woosterfest picks up
right where it left off at 10 a.m. on
Saturday morning. The day's fes- -
.. - -
Editors: Andy ,Stimson & Kara Barney
directly involved in student
affairs. Lewellen also has had a
large impact upon many of the
students who work for her.
Hien Le '02 has worked with
Lewellen for over two years. Le
said, "From my observations, I
see Mimi as a very hard working
librarian. She is in charge of many
operations in the library, but she
always gets her jobs done. If any-
thing goes wrong, Mimi will be
eager to find a solution. If
anybody has difficulties using
the library, she will be happy
to help out or direct the stu-
dent to the right person to get
help. She is the one who
should be credited for the neat
appearance of the library."
Lewellen's career with The
College of Wooster will soon end,
but she will take many memories
with her. She believes she will
miss "the people both the stu-
dents and the campus wide staff
the most "I feel really fortunate
to be associated with the cam
pus," said Lewellen. "J think
highly of the College as an insti-
tution. It's an asset to the commu-
nity. Students who come here are
very fortunate."
Lewellen was both a nursery
school and kindergarten teacher
coraes to talent from Wooster,"
said Brenda Courson. project
coordinator for the Wooster Area
Chamber of Commerce. This will
sure be an event you will not want
to miss. Also starting at 1 1 a.m.
will be Children's Corner or
Kiriderplatz ("Children's Place"
in German), an event going until
6 p.m. that offers the youngest
citizens of Wooster a good time
with a one man band, clowns, a
little tikes car area and a
Moonwalk.
Later that day, at 3 p.m. until S
p.m. the music will play again
with Eppi, a fun rock V roll
(
j k
v
Photo by Dena Freeman
Mimi Lewellen, who is retiring early next month, shelves books as one
of her many duties at the College library.
in Meadville, near Allegheny
College, before she moved near
the Wooster campus in 1982.
After the move, Lewellen per-
suaded the Ohio Light Opera, sta-
tioned here at the College, to
grant her a position. She later
moved on to work two different
positions in the Office of
Admissions and as the assistant
to the Dean of Faculty under
community, culture
band. Also at 3 p.m. there will be
a beer barrel race, the first of its
land offered at die Woosteffest
'"'The event will involve six-pers- on
teams from different corporations
- in town who will be competing
--
,- :for a $500 cash prize that will go
r .ta their favorite local charity.
From 4 p.m. until 9 p .nL, there
will be a dance hall sponsored by
the "Wayne Journal,'' J. Michael
Insurance. White Jewelers,
Uptown Downtown. Emporium
and Budweiser.
The dance hall will be grooving
in the Bank One parking lot,
which is located on the corner of
Liberty and Walnut, next to
Freedlanders. The dance hall will
offer square dancing, clogging
and swing dancing. No need to
fret if you do not know how to
swing dance, because there will
be instructors on hand to teach die
- l r r . i
7 n
131 nil;
'
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Yvonne Williams in the late
1980s. Eight years ago,
Lewellen finally settled into the
position she now holds, adminis-
trative assistant to the director of
libraries.
"She's part of the fabric of this
place," Hickey said. "A lot of
people are going to miss seeing
her at work every day, myself
included."
steps so you can swing the night
away to die band Good Vibes,
who will play from 7:30 until 9
p.m. If you are not interested in
dancing, you can also hum along
to die tunes of the country band.
Wild Card which will play from
5:30 until 8 p.m. or Backbeat, a
Beatles tribute band that will play
from 8:30 until closing time at 11
p.m.
If you are looking for some-
thing to do this weekend, why not
take a chance and do something
that might be different for you
and check out Woosterfest
Pam Rose, Director of the
Learning Center, has been going
to Woosterfest since it was
Oktoberfest "It is an effort on
the part of a small city to bring
people downtown and offer a
variety of activities for all ages,"
she said. .
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New fall season promises., e.
Editors
It's that time ofyear again. The
leaves are falling, everyone is
back in school and the new televi-
sion season has finally
.
begun.
Now study breaks can be created
to catch the new, shows, the net-
works have lined upfor us as well
as the returning favorites. With
the boom in reality television, it is
our opinion that there is nothing
better than an old-fashion- ed sit-
com or drama. We 've put together
a sampling of some of this year's
options in order to help you watch
television wisely. So throw those
books aside and lay claim to the
remote. It's time to leave reality
for TV
Friends, Thursday 8 p.m. NBC
The show's coming season
picks up where it left off
Chandler and Monica have just
become husband and wife and
someone is going to have a baby.
We're putting our money on
Rachel, as rumor has it that Tag,
her ex-boyfrie- nd, is returning this
season. But who knows with this
wacky cast? We hear that even
Joey is a possibility for the daddy
position. . .
XF XT A CrftC XTJ-WA- mC
HER. T1UHT
Oh, the possibilities if Rachel's
baby has Tag for a father.
ER. Thursday 10 p.m. NBC
We all watched in shock as nice
Dr. Green purposely ended the life
of one of his patients. True, the
patient had been on a murderous
rampage, even threatening
Green's wife and child, but did he
deserve to die? With Susan return-
ing to the ER during Green's last
year, we're sure this show is still
one to stay up for.
Once and Again, Friday 10 p.m.
ABC
Now that Lily and Rkk have
tied the knot and merged their
see everyone adjusting to tne
changes. Not only are the kids
experiencing growing pains, but
now they have to adjust to sharing
their parents and their home. This
well-writt- en drama is worth tun-
ing in to if another party at
Bissman
is just not
an option.
A 1 1 y
McBeal,
Monday 9
p.m. FOX
In the
sixth sea
1
"to The crfWfe
c A CtuTCtJ.
Ally explaining the latest cast mem
ber's departure, and her weight. '
son, we lose Ling, Larry, Jackson,
(oh, we will miss you, Taye
Diggs) Renee, Mark and John. So
who is left? We're wondering the
same thing. James Marsden will
join the cast as Ally's newest love
interest Elton John will also make
an appearance on November 19.
Let's not give up on Ally yet!
Alias, Sunday 9 p.m. ABC
Want to see some ass-kickin- g?
Then check out Jennifer Garner
(Scott Foley's real-lif-e wife) as a
seemingly normal grad student
who is actually a top-not-ch under-
cover agent When she finds out
that she has actually been working
for the bad guys, well, let's just
say we wouldn't cross her.
Felicity, Wednesday 9 p.m. WB
Season four means that our lit-
tle Felicity is a big grown-u-p sen-
ior at the University of New York.
Felicity's relationship with Ben
continues to be affected by her
friendship with Noel. British
roommate
Molly, unfortu-
nately, will not
be returning,
but Julie will be
back. Sean and
Meghan's rela-
tionship also con-
tinues to experi-
ence trials.
--ters were forced to play the per-
fect daughters? This series prom-
ises to delve into the complicated,
relationships letween a powerful
father and his three very different
adult daughters, v .
Inside Schwartz, Thursday
8:30 p.m. NBC
Breckin Meyer
is a sportscaster
just dumped by his
girlfriend. In this
new comedy, his
internal - dialogues
and thoughts are
externalized
through sports- -
casts. Should be interesting to see
if this innovative show is as, well,
interesting as it potentially could
be.
Scrubs, Monday 9JO p.m. NBC
This show, by the co-crea- tor
and executive producer of "Spin
City," sounds like it will be a
humorous alternative to the some-
times too somber ER. This show
features three medical interns, a
cranky doctor, a nurse and others.
Naturally, there will be romantic
interests in the hospital, providing
for some fun controversy and flir-
tation over cadavers.
Undeclared, Tuesday 8:30 p.m.
FOX
A new comedy detailing the
experiences of college freshman
was created by the producer of
"Freaks and Geeks," It will
include boyfriends from home,
crazy roommates, crushes and
excitement of new freecom. Hey,
we've all been there!
Coewr --me- ioci! r Mve to
TACEY, r1 (y&CCXKr HAT IS
Too fleAVi 4Kt My DUMtwsfCs
SUofft AfcT Toft TlfaHT!
"Dawson's Creek's Joey laments the difficult
decisions she is faced with on a day-to-d-ay basis.
Citizen Balnea, Saturday 9 p.m.
CBS
Everyone knows how overbear-
ing parents can be. Imagine: what
would happen if your dad was a
Senator and you and your two sis--
7th Heaven, Monday 8 p.m. WB
Back for its sixth season, this
wholesome Aaron Spelling show
returns with Lucy's engagement
to Jeremy being less than perfect
She is back from New York, and
refuses to discuss the events that
occurred ' vi. there".
Mary's break-u- p with
; Robbie also adds
some, spice to the
show, as well as
Simon's evolution
into "full-fledge- d
teenage-do- m.
Fee. MoT, loYVieiOECS.
Liter uirra SvOAvao,. mY
To rtt.
"Felicity" begs for fans to hang
on one more season as she chugs
her carrot juice...
Dawson's Creek, Wednesday 8
p.m. WB
Season four ended with fickle
Joey expressing interest in Dawson
again, once he announced he's
leaving Capeside". Dawson leaves,
pursuing an internship at a
Hollywood studio while Pacey is
busy on his sailboat Looks like
Joey will have to find new male
minds to torment as she is plagued
with a "weirdo" roommate.
Will and Grace, Thursday 9 p.m.
NBC
.
What will Karen do when her
rich husband is jailed for tax eva-
sion? Tune in this season to find
out! Also,
W i 1 1
engages in
an affair
with a man
who is
already
attached
and Woody
Harrelson will be around for more
episodes as Grace's irritating live-i- n
boyfriend. And what will the
hilarious Jack do this season? We
will soon find out!
Buffy, the Vampire Slayer,
Tuesday 8 p.m. UPN
So as the sixth season rolls
around, we are left to ponder,
"How can Buffy be dead?! Fear
not she's alive as anything and
slaying left and right in the two-ho-ur
season premiere. Be sure to
to note that the show is no longer
on the WB.
Illustrations by
' Dan O'Connor
r toialn .xpo
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Staff Writer
Religion and football are not mutually
exclusive in Massillon, Ohio. "Go
Tigers!", a documentary about the 1999
Massillon High football season, explores
the town's heartbeat and rallying point
Tigers football
From family dynasties to extreme fan
"Tiger Lady" to newborns with toy foot-
balls in their cribs, Massillon is
brought to a fervor for 10 weeks in
the fall. From filmmaker Kenneth
Carlson's perspective, nothing in
Massillon is untouched by high school
football and the young players carry
the weight of the community's expecta-
tions on their shoulderpads.
The plot of "Go Tigers!" is carried by
the trio of Massillon's co-captai- ns and
coach, who feel the pressure to recover
from a rare losing season. Yet the issue of
a property tax increase to cover education
costs and keep teaching jobs takes
increasing focus in Carlson's film
his thesis being that a winning Tigers
season could be the only way to boost
community morale to pass the much- -
- i
needed tax measure.
With i this" ominous sword hanging over
the performance of the
players, their individual
stories and voices fade
into a larger narrative
that is the overall wel-
fare of Massillon.
Watching the players
in "Go Tigers!" is like
watching surfers on a
tidal wave ' while
the athletes are
impressive, it's what's
driving them forward
mat's most captivating.
One gets the impression
from Carlson's film that
if the Tigers were to
have another losing sea-
son, the ground would
open up and swallow
V Massillon whole out of shame.
Carlson aims high stylistically with
"Go Tigers!", weaving slow motion, aes-
thetic townscapes and emotional reac-
tion shots with traditional interviews
and game footage. But his ambitious
coverage of the games may be the film's
v
S n-
. kdt ,
one shortcoming he bravely foregoes
traditional and simple wide shots in favor
: Photo by Lahrin Koucky
Victor Rortvedt '02 reviews the
documentary "Go Tigers!" about
nearby Massillon High School
,.: Photo by Matthew Killian
Kilted Scots indulge in some Homecoming fun
.
Although rain forced the Homecoming dance from the Oak Grove to Lowry Ballroom last Friday, the sun
came out for the festivities on Saturday. The Homecoming carnival and game were a'success as students,
alumni and their families were all in attendance. At the carnival, SAB provided photo keychains, an inflat- - ;
able mountain and jousting. Here, members of the Scot band take a break to knock each other's blocks off.
of NFL Films-sty- le close-up- s.
It works beautifully
in the still shots partic-
ularly lingering are the
low-ang- le sideline
images of the players'
heads blocking the stadi-
um lights, giving them
luminous halos.
Attempting to track
long throws and crucial
tackles with a documen-
tary film crew, however,
falls short of the visceral
footage that a narrative
film like "Any Given
Sunday" can coordinate.
You've still got to hand it
to Carlson for trying.
Like the great sports
documentaries that came before it such as
"Hoop Dreams" and "When We Were
Kings," "Go Tigers!" is not merely
the film record of one season's
touchdowns and sacks.
The film uses football as a hook to lure
the viewer into. a calculated study of a
LI
Beginning Friday at
Rush Hour 2 (R)
Cinemark
Movies 10
Jeepers Creepers (R)
The Musketeer (PG-1- 3)
O(R)
Zoolander (PG-1- 3)
Hardball (PG-1- 3)
The Others (PG-1- 3)
Glitter (PG-1- 3)
Go Tigers (R)
Hearts in Atlantis (PG-1- 3)
Don't Say a Word (R)
2
town's psychological mindset. It paints
Massillon's portrait more clearly than it
does any one individual's. It's easy to
imagine all the scenes of the film laid next
to each other to form a composite image
of the Tigers logo.
Yet by avoiding a glossed over portray-
al of the community and its support for
the team, Carlson entertains the voice of
criticism how are the academics
and non-footb- all players influenced
by the dominance of the pigskin?
These conflicting voices are the most
thought provoking and elucidate a
larger conflict that no successful sea-
son can resolve. On this level, "Go
Tigers!" is a study of the tension
between the importance of community
and the value of the individual in small
town America.
Carlson's film strikes just about die
correct balance between the voices, and in
so doing, provides a fairly accurate por-
trayal of what one. might encounter in
Massillon and towns like it He's no cynic
however, and a few dashes of Moby's
dance-tranc- e beats, a well-edite-d final
montage and big Massillon smiles sound
the final triumphant note.
(1:00) 3:10,5:45,7:40, 9:55
(1:20)5:05, 7:20
(1:10) 4:20, 7:35, 10:10
(1:40)5:10,7:30,9:50
(1:05)3:15,5:30, 7:45, 10:05
(1:35)4:40,7:25,10:00
(1:25)4:35,7:10, 9:40
3:35, 10:15
(1:15) 4:30, 7:05, 9:30
(1:45)4:45,7:15,9:45
(1:30) 4:25, 7:00, 9:35
( ) Saturday and Sunday Only
Pass Restricted
All shows before 5 p.m. only $3.75
General Admission $5.75 for adults,
Friday and Saturday after 5 p.m. $6
First Matinee show Mon-F- ri $3
For complete listings, call 345-875- 5
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Cross country hosts Woo invite
Megan Eberts
Staff Writer
The College of Wooster men's
and women's cross country teams
hosted the 18th annual Wooster
Invitational on Saturday at the
L.C. Boles Memorial Golf
Course. In their best showing of
the season, the Wooster men fin-
ished fourth of 10 teams, while
the women's squad placed sev-
enth out of 12. In all, more than
230 runners competed in the
event.
Capturing the women's event
was Allegheny College, which
distanced the field with 47 points.
Indiana University of
Pennsylvania was next with 70
points, followed by Grove City
College (95), Denison University
(126), Ashland University (129),
Muskingum College (133) and the
Scots.
On the men's side, Ashland led
the way with 32 points, followed
by Case Western Reserve
University (46), Indiana Pa., (90)
and Wooster.
Soccer continues strong play vs.
Ann Raymond
Editor-in-Chi- ef
Sometimes the final score can
be misleading. While the men's
soccer team shutout Hiram
College 30 Saturday and anni-
hilated Muskingum College 6- -1
Tuesday, neither match was as
easy as the scores would indicate.
For the past three years, Hiram
has been a sore spot on the sched-
ule for the Scots. Wooster, who
has not been able to defeat the
Terriers since 1997, ended that
trend by capturing their first con-
ference win at home on Saturday.
The first half of play was marked
by many chances for both teams
with neither side finding the back
of the net. Wooster midfielder
Ryan McManus '03, however, did
find the bench after receiving a
controversial red card with 13
minutes-lef- t in the first 45 minutes
of action. The Scots battled the
Terriers --to a tie at the halftone
break in spite of being a man
down. During the break between
A new course record was set in
the women's race, as Sara
Raschiatore of Indiana crossed the
finish line with a time of 1 8:43,
breaking the previous best by an
astounding 1 6 seconds.
Leading the Scot women was
Jen Stockdale '05, who came in
fourth overall (20:06). Tiffany
White '05 also ran well, finishing
21st (20:42). Not far behind were
Lisa Minich '02, who turned in a
28th-plac- e finish (21:04), Erin
fieri '05, who was 44th (21:52)
and Colleen Call '04, who placed
48th (22:10).
Also performing well, but just
out of the scoring range for
Wooster were Karina Colbenson
'04, who finished 5 1 st (22:20) and
Vanessa Georgeson '05, who
came in 63rd (22:50).
Leading the way for the Scot
men was Brendan Callahan
'03, who finished fourth
(27:15). Backing him up were
teammates Evan McDaniel
'02,.and Jared Rhode '03, with
16th- - (28:36) and 20th-plac- e
(28:50) finishes, respectively.
periods the Scots were confident
they could beat Hiram. "At half-tim- e
we knew the tide was going
to turn," Brian Goche '05 said.
Wooster would not delay in
lighting up the scoreboard after
halftime, courtesy of Goche. Less
than five minutes into the second
half, he fired a shot from 25 yards
for the Scots' first goal of the day.
The Scots would then be forced to
play solid defense until the referee
dished out another red card, this
time to a Hiram player, evening
the squads to 10 a side including
keeper.
Wooster quickly capitalized on
the equalization of players by
recording their second goal less
than a minute after the call. D.J.
Snell '05 volleyed the ball into the
back of the net to give Wooster a
comfortable lead. Dan Kelly '02
capped off the Scots offensive
effort for the day by converting a
penalty kick with eight minutes
left in the game.
With this conference win, the
Chris .Pender '05 followed with
an excellent 25th-pla- ce showing
(29:18), while Matt Trent '03
rounded out the scoring for the
Wooster men by finishing 37th
(29:38). Also performing well was
Matt Linman '05, who came in
46th (30:27), and Gabe Thompson
'03 (31:00), who placed 67th
(31:00).
"Overall,
.
it was a great
weekend for cross country,"
summarized Scot head coach
and meet coordinator Dennis
Rice. "We had perfect weath-
er, and competed well against
some of the top Division II
and conference schools. Both
teams are developing at a nice,
steady rate."
Over fall break the Scot runners
will travel to Walsh College for
The Walsh Invitational on Sept.
28. The squad will then have to
gear up for 'the All-Oh- io meet on
Oct 5. This contest is the culmi-
nation of the fall season, and the
Wooster harriers will look to
improve upon their mediocre fin-
ishes thus far.
Scots gained confidence and a
sense of gratification for losses to
Hiram in years past. "It was
redemption for three years of not
being able to beat that team,"
Richard Albeit '02 said.
Tuesday the Scots played host
to the winless Fighting Muskies in
a non-conferen- ce match. This was
the second meeting of the two
teams which may account for
Wooster's inability to net a goal in
the first half. "We came out a little
more laid back than we should
have been because we beat them
pretty handily the first time we
played them," Corey Humphrey
'03 said.
Muskingum and Wooster bat-
tled out the first half to a draw.
"We were disappointed that we
did not score in the first half,"
Doug Dahnke '02 said. "The sec-
ond half the team showed some
back bone and focus."
Again the Scots took a tie
into the break and then pro-
ceeded to score within a minute
m 1 Ski
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Evan McDaniel '02 chases the competition at the Wooster Invitational.
Terriers and Muskies
of the second half whistle. Kurds
Dilyard '03 gave the Scots some
breaming room by netting his first goal
of the season, off of an assist from
David Damon '05. The rest of the
half unfolded like a Wooster scor-
ing clinic with the Scots tallying
five more goals before the end of
the match.
Adam Milligan '05 recorded
Wooster's second goal of the game,
assisted by Andrew DeBord '05.
Milligan again found the back of the
net three minutes later with the help of
Colin Berdzar '02. Wooster also
received offensive output from
Tyler Heistercamp '05 assisted by
Andy Rugaiganisa '04, Kelly
assisted Dilyard in tallying his
second goal of the game and then
put one in himself with help from
Ross Nickel '05.
Dahnke said, "Six goals in one
half is pretty unusual, it was good
to score some goals today and get
some people's confidence up."
Wooster's keeper, David
Workman '04. credits the line sys-
tem for the Scots' ability to prolif-icall-y
score in the second half.
"The system we play just runs
people to death. We put goals
away latejn the game when the
other team is exhausted."
TOO BE
YOWL3
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Jordan announces return to NBA
Even though political dissidents -- incarcerated in Siberia know
holit mis7He-who-is-called-Airis'bac- k.' In these dark days of
uncertainty, there is always something in which to put your faith, and
that's Michael Jordan. After months of winking at fans and man-
agement. Jordan officially declared he would put himself back in the
NBA spotlight, signing a two .year contract with the Washington
Wizards, the team of which he had partial ownership until recently.
His one-milli- on dollar yearly salary will go to charity.
I am returning as a player to the game I love, said a confident
Jordan. "The opportunity to teach our young players and help them
elevate their game to a higher level, and to thank the fans in
Washington for their loyalty and support, strongly influenced my.
decision."
His regular-seaso-n debut will be Oct 30 in Madison Square
Garden against the New York Knicks, and his first home game for
the Wizards will be Nov. 3 against Allen Iverson and the
Philadelphia 76ers.
Rampant CO. W. goes to Versailles
The Rampant C.O.W. ulitimate frisbee team continued their fall
season last weekend when they traveled to Versailles for the fall sec-
tional tournament. As has been the pattern in major tournaments, the
Rampant CO.W.s again were outmatched and went 0--4 for the tour-
nament
"We have a lot of freshmen, and wc haven't played very much
together," said Tom Helms '04. "All things considered I think we
played pretty welL"
The team began the tournament by matching up against talented
and experienced Columbus. Wooster was shutout losing 13-- 0. The
second game pitted the Rampant CO.W.s against conference rival
Oberlin, one of the more highly touted college teams. Wooster
played well in defeat losing by seven, 13-- 6. In the final two games
Wooster lost to OSIS 13-- 2 and to Black Lung by the same score.
"There were some bright spots," said Helms. "We showed good
flow at times, and there were some nice plays on defense."
With the fall season winding down, the Rampant CO.W.s will turn
their sights to the spring and the college season.
-- Brief compiled by Josh Pantesco and Ben Mitchell
The guy is so overex-
posed he practically
glows in the dark."
Sports Illustrated' s
John wertheim on John
McEnroe's presence in
TENNIS.
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Women 's soccer mauls Quakers
Alex Pries
Masagisg Editor
After a hard fought victory over
a strong willed Westminister
College team, the Wooster
women's soccer team looked to
extend their winning record (6-- 2)
against the visiting Earlham
College Quakers on Saturday, and
the Allegheny Gators on Wednesday.
The Quakers put up a weak
fight as the Scots thrashed them in
a 5-- 0 victory. Statistically over-
powering, the Scots tacked up 23
shots to the Quakers measly three.
Offensively, Wooster got a help-
ing hand from Stephanie Hulke
'02, Liz Martin '02 and Beth
Hemminger 03, who were
Volleyball
Josh Pantesco
Staff Writer
NCAC volleyball match play
started this Saturday for the Scots
when they took on Wittenberg and
Hiram at home. Wooster took
defending NCAC champs
Wittenberg to the line in the first game
before kising 31-2- 9, then kist intensity
for the final two games, fal I ing 30--1 6
and 30-2- 0.
The Hiram Terriers gave
Wooster a little scare in the
second match of the day, losing
only 30-2- 8 before they crumbled
and lost the final two games 30-2- 4
and 30-2- 0. Erin Donnell '03 con-
tinued to lead the league in kills,
making 28 on the day. and Kelly
McAllister '05 also continued her
season of steady play with 19 suc-
cessful spikes. She is fourth in the
NCAC with 3.40 kills per game;
Donnell leads the NCAC with
4.06 a game. Becky Rohlfs '05
had a solid day with 35 assists and
31 digs, while setter Beth Moore
'03 had 29. Wooster's other
league leader is Jen Petkovsec
'03, who has 1.25 blocks per
game.
Wooster also played on Tuesday
night against a tough John Carroll
squad. Wooster has not beaten the
Blue Streaks since 1985, but they
came close on Tuesday, taking
them to the wire 30-2- 8 in the first
game, 30-1- 9 in the second, win
responsible for four of the five
rips.
The first score came at the
32:58 minute mark when Hulke
tagged a direct kick from Nicole
DeSantis '03 into the Gators'
goal. Martin followed 1 2 minutes
later and then scored her second
goal early in the second half.
Hemminger nailed the fourth
score at 26:20 mark with help
from Sarah BonDurant '05. Gina
Martino '04 sealed the Quakers'
embarrassment with her first
career goal in the victory.
Wednesday afternoon, the Scots
traveled to Gator country in hopes
of keeping the winning flavor.
Unfortunately, the Gators put up a
hearty battle as the Scots fell 2-- 1
splits pair at home
ning a close third 32-3- 0, and end-
ing the night with a 30-2- 2 deci-
sion in the final game. Moore,
Petkovsek, Donnell, McAllister
Rohlfs. and Alison Kovacs '05 all
A
The Scot volleyball team in practice
in a close game.
"They were definitely a good
team, they are the best team we've
played," tri-capt- ain Becca Stinson
'02 said. "We had a hard time
breaking them down offensively."
The Gators' recorded both of their
tallies in the first half, one
coming right before the break.
Down 2-- 0, the Scots came back
fired up in the second half with
Gina Serrani '03 hitting the back
of the net with three minutes
left in the battle. DeSantis
assisted her on the score.
Next up for the Scots will be the
strong Denison Big Red who are
3-- 0 in the NCAC conference.
Stinson is confident that the game
will be a good one.
had outstanding games. The
Scots have a nine-da- y layover
until their next match at Otterbein
on October 4. They are currently
above .500 with a 9-- 6 record.
Photo by Emily Davis
on Monday.
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Spouts
Cabot has big game in victory.
Bex Mitchell
Sports Editor
The Woostcr football team
evened its record to I-- 1, winning
it's conference opener against
Kenyon Saturday. Woostcr
responded to its season opening
loss in dominating fashion, as
they came away with a 51-1- 0 vic-
tory. The Scots offense appears to
be in mid-seaso- n form as they are
averaging a league leading 44.0
points per game. Wide receiver
Chris Cabot '02 hauled in seven
passes for a school record of 200
yards and had two touchdowns, as
he led Wooster to this homecom-
ing victory.
The defense was tough all day.
Despite giving 302 yards of
offense to Kenyon, Woosier kept
the Lords off the scoreboard until
the game was virtually over.
Wooster managed to hold Kenyon
to 4.1 yards per play, a marked
improvement over the 6.4 yards
per play they allowed in the
Kalamazoo loss.
'Defensively we have the talent and
potential to be a great unit,'' said defen-
sive end Todd Worly '03.
Demar Jackson '02 on his way to the
Cross Country
Sept. 28 at Walsh
Oct. 5 at All-Oh- io
Football
Sept. 29 at OWU
Oct. 6 at Wabash
Cabot got oa track early, when
on the second play from scrim-
mage he took a pass from Jeff
Spraggins '03 (67 yards) for the
game's first points.
Two drives later Richie
McNally '05 booted a 30-ya- rd
field goal to add to the Scots lead.
On Kenyon's ensuing possession
Wooster broke the game open
when Demar Jackson '02 inter-
cepted a pass and returned it 37
yards for the touchdown. This
was the second time in as many
games that Jackson took an inter-
ception all the way to the end-zon- e.
The Scots continued to build
upon their lead for the remainder
of the first half. Spraggins found
Darryl Simmons '02 from six
yards out to cap a 16-pla- y, 89-ya- rd
drive, and later connected
with Cabot once again on a 47-ya- rd
bomb at the 3:05 mark. This
gave Wooster a 31-- 0 halftime
lead.
Spraggins finished the opening
half, having hit 7-of- -9 passes for
228 yards and three touchdowns,
while Cabot accounted for four of
those receptions for 176 yards.
--
--
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endzpne after picking off a pass.
Volleyball
Oct. 4 at Otterbein
Oct. 6 at Oberlin
Oct. 6 vs. Ohio Wesleyan
Oct. 9 at Denison
" " With the game well in hand the
Scots were able to focus on the
ground game for much of the sec-
ond half. Scott Jones '03 found
the end zone from seven yards
out, following a Kenyon fumble.
The Lords were held once again
by the Wooster defense, and Drew
Crock '04 came through to block
their attempted punt. This lead to
Chris Millien's '04 second colle-
giate touchdown on a five-yar- d
carry, making the score 45-- 0.
Kenyon ended the' shutout on a
33-ya-
rd field goal 25 seconds into
the fourth quarter. Backup quar-
terback Justin Alaburda '03
answered the field goal with his
first career touchdown pass to
Ryan Hartschuh '03. Kenyon
wrapped up their scoring for the
day on a three-yar- d touchdown
run on the ensuing drive.
Spraggins left the game having
completed 9of-1-2 for 242 pass-
ing yards, while Alaburda was 3-o- f-8
for 22 yards in his first colle-
giate experience. Jones led the
ground attack with 68 yards
on 16 carries, he was one of
seven Scots to carry the ball.
Overall, the Scots totaled 410
yards of offense to the Lords'
302 yards. Wooster's pass
offense has clearly been the
team's strength thus far.
Spraggins has a pass efficiency
rating of 186.2, as he has com- -,
pleteted 35-of-- 54 passes for 565'
yards and seven touchdowns on
the season. As a team, the Scots
lead the league in scoring and pass
efficiency and are number two in
the league in total offense pass
offense.
Next week Wooster begins a
critical stretch on the road begin-
ning with Ohio Wesleyan. The
Bishops are a physical team, that
looks to run the ball the majority
of the time.
IJIjis Mtyi Uitf
Women's Soccer
Sept. 29 vs. Denison
Oct. 3 vs. Hiram
Oct. 9 at Wittenberg
PFirl.defeat
Todd Worly
Stiff Writer ,
The Wooster field hockey
team ventured to Gambier last
week to face Kenyon, a team
that the Scots have owned the
last few years. Behind an all-arou- nd
dominating vperform-anc- e,
the Scots continued this
trend in defeating the Ladies 3--0,
marking the fifth consecu-
tive time that the Scots have "
shut out Kenyon.
,
. The game remained score-
less for the first 20 minutes
until Wooster, which outshot
and outcornered the Ladies 29-- 6
and 16-- 5, respectively,
scored on a penalty stroke by
Miriam Esber '02. The Scots
then widened their lead with
4:55 left in the half on an unas-
sisted goal by Ashley Hecker
05, making it 2-- 0 going into
the break, r ;
Midway through the second
half, Wooster culminated the scor-
ing as Emily White '02 scored off '
an assist from Ashley Arnold '05.
The Wooster goalies had an
uneventful day, as neither Bern
Skelton '05 or Amanda Daegatano
'04 had to save any of Kenyon's six
- shots. On the other hand, Kenyon's .
goalie was forced into making 23
"
saves in the game. t
"The team did a really good
job Thursday, and the lopsided .
score enabled us to play lots of '
people," said Becky McAtee :
04. "This was a nice exhibi-
tion of our depth as a team,
; because we showed that we
can dominate even without our
" starters in the game."
-- While the win at Kenyon
was nice, it paled in compari-
son to Saturday's win over visiting
Denison. The Big Red, one of die
. Scots biggest rivals, entered the
i:
Men's Soccer
Sept. 29 vs. Denison
Oct. 2 at Case Western
Oct. 6 at Wabash
Oct. 10 at OWU
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Editor: Ben Mitchell
ledo
season having won or shared the
last three NCAC conference titles.
However, with die help of an out--'.
standing game by White, Wooster
showed it belongs at the top of the
conferenee with an emotional 3--1
victory.
.
.
The first half was unevent-
ful, played mostly at midfield
and resulting in a scoreless tie.
But, as any team that faced the
Scots in 2000 would agree, it
was only a matter of time
before White had a breakout
game. Unfortunately for the
Big Red, they were in the
wrong place at the wrong time.
White started things off with
an unassisted goal 11:05 into
the second half. Denison '
responded with a goal of its
own with 13 33 left, but the
Scots answered with a goal
soon after when White assisted .
on a goal to Katie McCoy 04
for what turned out to be the
game winner. And just 4:19
later, Ashley Hecker "05
dashed any comeback hopes
for Denison by scoring off a
pass from White. "
White, who was among
the nation's leaders in all
six major scoring cate-
gories last year, had just
four points through the first .
five games of 2001 before
errupting against the Big
Red. She played so well that' :
she was in fact honored rs
NCAC player of the week.
Unfortunately, the Scots
could not continue their win-
ning streak yesterday, as they
fell to Division - II
Mercyhurst 3-- 1, 'Wooster
(5-- 2, 3-- 1) travels ' to
Earlham on Saturday before
going to Kentucky to face
Centre on Sunday. : -- " .';...
Field Hockey
Sept. 29 at Earlham
Sept. 30 at Centre
Oct. 5 at Wittenberg
Oct. 10 vs. Kenyon
